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Introduction:

The 6th of June of 2004 was one of the few days in which beside to exist good conditions for the evolution
of Severe Storms in the peninsular centre, they had also announced long beforehand. From the 1st of July
(5 days before) the forecast hardly had not been modified for the day 6th, in addition, the hour when the
more severe phenomena were forecasted was ever the same in every pass, the 12Z of that day. For that
hour, the models had predicted a thermal instability index very favourable to the evolution of hard or very
hard storms, even in some cases it was more corrected call them Severe Storms. Particularly, these three
indexes, available in different meteorological websites were quite significant:

Total Totals Index: 58
Lifted Index: -6
CAPE: 1500

 

Data:



Briefly let us review the values that can appear for each one of the three index and the type and Storm
probability that announces to us (you can find more information about it in the Links section, section
Soundings)

Fig.1

According to this table we have: Severe Storms possibility, according with (TT), very unstable atmosphere,
according with (LI) and moderately unstable, according with (CAPE). The forecast indexes clearly were fit
to the happened later. Analysing the existing synoptic situation of the 7th day at 00Z of the re-analysis of
the Wetterzentrale, we can also find the keys to the existing dynamic forcing. We watch as a deep low
pressure system (“vaguada”), with axis NW-SE crosses the peninsula, with reflection in a center of low
pressures (1010mb) located to that hour on the Basque Country (País Vasco) and that during the 6th day
had been transferred from Extremadura and western Andalusia, passing through the Peninsular center at
12Z

Fig. 2

The following maps, corresponding to American GFS model and obtained with the GrADS application,
correspond to 12Z of 6th of July. One is the pressure in left surface, and the geopotencial and temperature



in 500 mb, superposed in the right map. Next, in figure 4, lifted index forecasted to 18Z.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

The sounding of the 6th of July to 12Z of Madrid-Barajas (LEMD), has a configuration “of book” for the
possible Severe Storm formation. Watch again the values, of the Total of Totals (56.4), Lifted (-4 to -5)
and CAPE (about 1200). Another indexes like the Global Richardson Index (10) or the SWEAT (356), even
show favourable conditions for the evolution of Supercells. The vertical windshear is very great. From 5 kts
in surface to 60 kt in 500mb, and 100kt in 200mb. With SW component practically at all the levels, except
in surface that is SE, fact which indicated the existence of certain helically in low layers, although as we
see, in all the rest of the vertical, between 1 km and 12 km of height, the shear he is basically
unidirectional.



Fig. 5a

Fig. 5b



Fig. 5c

The sequence of radar images of Madrid, obtained from the Instituto Nacional de Meteorlogía web
(http://www.inm.es), shows to the PPI of reflectivity between 13h 20’ and 17h 20’. In the first image (fig
6) a line of Storms is observed very organized from W to E, with the most active zone on the capital and
the environs. It is to that hour when the very dark skies that after we will see, were formed and when
some witnesses watched a rotation in some of the bases of the great Multicell. In the Fig.7 we can
appreciate a clear case of Radar Concealment produced by the high reflectivity of the echoes in the
neighbourhoods of the radar, surely by the existence of hail in suspension to the east of the capital, which
originates that zone of “shadow” appreciable like a great free line of echoes to the NE of Madrid. As you
already know, the radar emits electromagnetic pulses, part of which are reflected by the drops and another
part of them continues in the direction in which they are emitted, for a given elevation. Then, in the case
of a Concealment like this, all the energy is reflected towards the radar in first clouds, due to the high
density of the precipitation nuclei against which these pulses hit. The photos of the hail more down showed
correspond to the approximated hour of figure 7.



  
Fig. 6 y Fig. 7 (Property of the INM)

8, 9 and 10 figures show the severe Multicell oriented from WSW to ENE, simultaneously that practically
moved from the South to North. To those hours, most of the photos taken in “chase” shown in this article
correspond.

  
Fig. 8 y Fig. 9 (Property of the INM)



Fig. 10 (Property of the INM)

11a and 11b figures correspond to the image of satellite MSG (© INM), in the visible spectrum, at 13:30Z.
It shows great Multicell occupying the geographic center of the Peninsula Iberica. Watch in the 11b fig its
position with respect to the Community of Madrid and the great size that reached. At this hour, it was took
the biggest echo tops



Fig.11a (Property of the INM)

Fig.11b (Property of the INM)

In both following planes it is showed the itinerary followed from Madrid to Sigüenza, Peregrina and return,
passing to the going through Torija and Brihuega, in persecution to the most intense stormy centers. There
are outstanding, locked up in a red rectangle (or black), the zones from the photos were taken by different
participants from Meteored (INM, Coslada, Ajalvir and Cerro Almodóvar) and the localities where it is
known great hail took place (> 2cm.) (Ajalvir, Torija and Ciudad Real).



Fig. 12

Fig. 13

 

Story of the chase:

I decided to start off for the NE via R-2 and later by the railcar A-2 Madrid-Zaragoza. Previously, about the
15 hours a spectacular cell has formed on the center of the province of Madrid. My first impression was
that it seemed a Supercell, but I suppose that it was plus the illusion than another thing, the case is that



the sky has been put completely black and several big clouds had rotation under the spectacular hat. The
smaller doubt did not fit, was necessary to go away behind her. (Click in the images to see them greater
size).

In the roof of the INM, about 15.00, we had this sinister and dark bases

  
Fig. 14 y Fig 15

At Coslada we had more of the same. These photos were taken by “Mammatus” about 15 or 16 local time.
Observe the Wall-Cloud in form of hoof of horse in fig 19.

As you already know this type of cloud usually is associated to the Supercelular Tornadoes, appearing
before these.

  
Fig. 16 y Fig. 17

  
Fig. 18 y Fig. 19

Threatening aspect of the sky in the proximities of Ciudad Lineal. Photos taken by “Pedromad”.



  
Fig. 20 y Fig. 21

At the same hour, in Ajalvir, these terrifying Wall-Clouds, more characteristic of a Supercell, could be
seen. Although the photos are lightly saturated of colour, it can be appreciated the green tone, possibly

due to the hail of the great storm.
The photos were taken by “MeteoJesus”.

  
Fig. 22 y Fig. 23

About 16h, I have left Hortaleza towards Guadalajara, following the Storm. From Alcala de Henares it was
already pouring. When I arrived to Torija (Guadalajara) it has been put to hail in such a way that I have
had to leave the A-2 to shelter to me; the trucks were stopped in the borders and the noise inside the car
was infernal, I feared seriously for crystals and plate. I have covered under a tree in half of the town and
when I tried to lower the window to take a photo, a hit in my shoulder has dissuaded to me totally. In five
minutes it has stopped to fall hail radically. Without doubt a moment, I have begun to take photographs
like a crazy. Under the wheat fields there were piles of hails, some with a diameter or 3cm. To another
time, I have to bring a suitable tray to deposit them and a refrigerator to conserve the hail until I came
home. In the hand, few seconds last complete.

  
Fig. 24 y Fig. 25



  
Fig. 26 y Fig. 27

In Coslada an intense heavy shower was also registered to that hour (37 mm), figures 28 to 31, mixed
with hail.

These are the data registered by Francisco Jose Rodriguez (“Mammatus”):

Fig. 27b

 

And this is the graph obtained with his station, corresponding to all day 6th July.



Fig. 27c

  
Fig. 28 y Fig. 29

  
Fig. 30 y Fig. 31



Fig. 32

But the locality that registered the stones of greater size, about 4 and 5 cm. of diameter, was Ajalvir (near
to Campo Real), town located to the east of the Community, where burst the storm about the 15h 15’ local
hour. As you can see in the photographs the size and consistency of stones were considerable. And the
flaws in the crystals of cars and urban furniture were important. His pluviometer also suffered the
consequences of the hail.

  
Fig. 33 y Fig. 34

  
Fig. 35 y Fig. 36



  
Fig. 37 y Fig. 38

  
Fig. 39 y Fig. 40

Fig. 40b



Fig. 41

From Torija (Guadalajara) I have continued parallel to the A-2, first to Brihuega and soon to 103 km of the
A-2, to cross towards the northeast, to Sigüenza, taking photos of the Multicell, which oriented W-E,
moved towards the NNE. Continuously there were impressive contrasts between the gold wheat fields next
the highway, and the dark grey of enormous storm. It was rewarding to see the entire Multicell from a
prudential distance, without any type of risk. This ample plain, at 1000m of altitude, including in the
Region of the Alcárria, is a fantastic belvedere, storm viewpoint without equal, from which you can follow
perfectly the convective evolutions that are formed in the Mountain range of Ayllón, the Iberian Aragonesa,
the Mountain range of Albarracín, Montes Universales and the mountainous areas of Cuenca, and if the
visibility allows it, those that form in the rest of the Central System and the Mountain range of Gúdar in
Teruel. But mainly, it is a suitable location, to be in the way of the famous "Corridor of the Storms" that
overcoming the Tajo River and after "refuelling" in Entrepeñas and Buendía marshes, promotes by the
shores of the Tajuña River and the High Tajo, towards Soria. The storms thus formed are perfectly visible
from the city of Madrid, as you already can verify several times in the Meteored forum. About the 20h local
time I have had a rest in Sigüenza and I have replenished forces to return to the load. The photos taken to
the CB projecting spectacular shades or the Mammatus, with the background of the Pelegrina castle have
been worth the trouble. The Mammatus of photo 54, made by Roberto Carlos Sanz from Almazan (Soria)
that same afternoon, show the severe character of storms. Photos 57 and 58 are taken from the Viewpoint
of the sickle of the Rio Dulce.



Fig. 42

  
Fig. 43 y Fig. 44

  
Fig. 45 y Fig. 46



  
Fig. 47 y Fig. 48

  
Fig. 49 y Fig. 50

  
Fig. 51 y Fig. 52

  
Fig. 53 y Fig. 54



  
Fig. 55 y Fig. 56

  
Fig. 57 y Fig. 58

Estos eran los cielos que a la misma ahora se podían ver desde el Cerro Almodóvar en Vallecas villa.
(Forero “Pedromad”)

  
Fig. 59 y Fig. 60

  
Fig. 61 y Fig. 62

Y en Coslada, al SE de Madrid (forero “Mammatus”).
Obsérvense el intenso color “tierra” de las figuras 67 y 68.



  
Fig. 63 y Fig. 64

  
Fig. 65 y Fig. 66

  
Fig. 67 y Fig. 68

De vuelta hacia Madrid, se han desarrollado nuevas tormentas en toda la zona de la Alcarria, con un
festival de rayos increíble, algunos de los cuales caían sobre la misma autovía A-2. Yo iba a

contracorriente, hacia el Oeste, las tormentas hacia el Este. El diluvio me ha acompañado durante 70Km.
No tenía ya fuerzas para sacar más fotos, pero eso no quita para que se haya tratado de un día inolvidable.

Una "kaza" de las que no recuerdo en mucho tiempo.



Vista de Pelegrina (Soria)

 

Recortes de Prensa:
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